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ABSTRACT11

An ensemble Kalman filter reanalysis has been archived in the Research Data Archive at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research. It used a CAM6 configuration of the Community Earth System Model (CESM), several million observations per day,
and the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART). The data saved from this global, ∼ 1◦ resolution, 80 member ensemble
span 2011-2019. They include ensembles of: sub-daily, real world, atmospheric forcing for use by all of the nonatmospheric
models of CESM; weekly, CAM6, restart file sets; 6 hourly, prior hindcast estimates of the assimilated observations; 6 hourly,
land model, plant growth variables, and 6 hourly, ensemble mean, gridded, atmospheric analyses. This data can be used for
hindcast studies and data assimilation using component models of CESM; CAM6, CLM5, CICE5, POP2. MOM6, MOSART,
and CISM; and non-CESM Earth system models. This large dataset (∼120 Tb) has a unique combination of a large ensemble,
high frequency, and multiyear time span, which provides opportunities for robust statistical analysis and use as a machine
learning training dataset.

12

Background & Summary13

“Data assimilation” (“DA”) is the term used in many geophysical sciences to denote the merging of observations with a model14

state created by a (usually) numerical model of the physical system. The model state may be a forecast, if it describes a future15

state, or a “hindcast”, if it describes a past state, as in this dataset1. In either case, the model state is referred to as “prior” to the16

assimilation. The result of assimilating observations into a hindcast is a “reanalysis”, which is a better description of the system17

than either the observations or the model state individually. Observations and model hindcasts have both valuable information18

and errors. Successful DA keeps the information from both and reduces the errors. It also reduces the prior uncertainty.2, 3
19

The reanalyses created by the Data Assimilation Research Testbed4, 5 (DART, ) use not just a single hindcast, but leverage20

the power of statistics that comes from using multiple, similar hindcasts, in this case an 80 member ensemble. The ensemble21

of reanalyses is a sample of the probability distribution of the physical system after the observations are assimilated (the22

“posterior”)6.23

The mean of this ensemble can be viewed as the most likely weather. The spread of the ensemble tells us how much24

confidence to have in it (smaller spread implies more certainty) or how much variability we should expect.25

DA was developed to improve the initial conditions used in numerical weather forecasts1, but its use is spreading into26

studies of other Earth system components; the oceans, land, cryosphere, etc. These components are strongly forced by the27

atmosphere, so, in order to successfully model them, the atmospheric forcing must be specified correctly, both in the mean28

and the variability. The first motivation for the creation of this dataset was to provide that forcing in the context of an Earth29

system modeling framework, in which the atmospheric forcing can be applied to the nonatmospheric components consistently30

and conveniently. This is accomplished by running an atmospheric reanalysis for as long as possible and archiving all of31

the fluxes and other variables as frequently as required by the nonatmospheric models. Then the nonatmospheric models32

can be run repeatedly without the cost of regenerating the atmospheric forcing. The nonatmospheric model runs could be33

single or ensemble hindcasts to study the model behavior, or they could be the hindcasts used in generating reanalyses of the34

nonatmospheric components (see Figure 3 for an illustration).35

Several studies have found that successful ensemble DA using nonatmospheric models requires an ensemble of atmospheric36

forcing in order to maintain appropriate ensemble spread among the nonatmospheric model states.7–9
37

There are other useful data products created as part of the atmospheric DA process, which are also archived for future38
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repeated use. These include data which reveal the quality of the reanalyses, which was monitored frequently during the39

generation phase by comparing the 6 hour model hindcasts to the observations that were about to be assimilated into those40

states. This comparison is made by generating ensemble model estimates of the observations at the observation locations, then41

generating statistics of the differences from the actual observations10 (bias and RMSE, with a combination of the ensemble42

spread and observation error used as a measuring stick). These prior estimates of the observations were archived for further43

evaluation. They are non-gridded data, so, for convenience, the graphics generated for evaluation were also archived. Other44

data in this set can be used to start atmospheric hindcasts or data assimilation exeriments, which have many uses, including45

model performance evaluation, studies of atmospheric phenomena, and even exploration of a variety of assimilation algorithms46

which are available in DART. The last major dataset can be used to evaluate how the land model (CLM5) translates realistic47

atmospheric forcing into plant growth. These are described in detail in the sections that follow.48

This dataset is a unique combination of a large ensemble, a multi-year time span, high frequency, and a global model49

constrained by observations. Such a dataset is challenging to create and archive, in terms of both computer resources and50

personnel time, as well as requiring careful consideration of the model definition and DA tuning. We believe that making it51

freely available will accelerate research in the Earth sciences.52

Methods53

Overview54

Workflow of Ensemble Data Assimilation55

This reanalysis dataset is the result of a nine year long series of assimilation cycles. Each cycle (see Figure 1) consists of a 656

hour, ensemble hindcast calculated by a CAM6 configuration (Community Atmosphere Model v.6) of CESM2.1 (Community57

Earth System Model v2.111) (details in Hindcast Model, p4). The resulting model states are passed to DART, which modifies58

them to be more consistent with the set of observations available at that time (details in Observations p3 and Table 7). The59

algorithms employed by DART are described in Assimilation Software (p4). Selected results from the hindcasts and assimilation60

are saved for immediate or later use, as described in the rest of the paper.61

Software Environments62

Almost all of the data products are in NetCDF-4 compatible format, so a wide variety of tools can be used to access and63

manipulate the data. However, DART and CESM are both software environments which have been developed to provide64

flexible and effective use of these products. They also include user support in the forms of online and embedded documentation,65

tutorials, and issue forums. Making use of these environments can accelerate research using these datasets.66

The core programs of both packages are written in Fortran for efficiency, especially when running on supercomputers. Both67

packages are usually run in Unix environments (DART scripts are mostly csh). CESM scripting requires Python.68

DART is designed to efficiently use MPI parallelism, but not threading (e.g. OpenMP), so CESM is configured to use the69

same parallelism. On NCAR’s Cheyenne supercomputer we found it highly beneficial to set two MPI environment variables to70

larger values than the defaults. In CESM’s env_mach_specific.xml:71

<environment\_variables>72

<env name="MPI\_COMM\_MAX">16383</env>73

<env name="MPI_GROUP_MAX">1024</env>74

</environment\_variables>75

76

Context for Understanding the Data Products77

Given the major anticipated uses of these products in CESM and DART contexts, the data organization and description are built78

around the files created and used by those packages, instead of by the individual fields which may interest some researchers. In79

fact, many files contain a large number of variables which only have meaning in the context of CESM or DART, so this Data80

Description will not describe those. They are intended to be used, but not evaluated out of context. It will describe other fields81

which may be interesting outside of their usefulness in those packages.82

The millions of files created by the assimilation process have been thinned, condensed, and packaged into more convenient83

units of data to facilitate archiving, discovery of desired data, downloading, and use.84

Since the data spans nine years, it includes a wide range of actual atmospheric behavior ranging from regional fronts and85

storms to multiyear, global patterns like El Niño. The various data products have frequencies ranging from hourly (surface86

forcing) to four times/day to capture the daily cycles (e.g. the ensemble mean and sets of observations) to weekly (e.g.87

ensembles of restart files). There is enough data saved weekly that the discarded data could be recreated at reasonable expense,88

if needed.89
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Figure 1. An illustration of the major parts of this ensemble data assimilation system. The red arrows (→) highlight the core
of the assimilation cycle. Black arrows (→) indicate other data motion. “RDA” is the Research Data Archive (p7) A cycle
starts with a 6 hour, ensemble hindcast, which passes an ensemble of model states to DART. DART assimilates the available
observations into this prior ensemble. The resulting modified, posterior, model states are used by the hindcast model as initial
conditions for the next hindcast. A flowchart of “Observation Space Diagnostics” (lower left box) is shown in Fig. 6.

The high frequency, ensemble mean data sample the climatological distributions, while the ensemble adds information90

about the local model attractor structure given the observational constraints. This combination of frequent mean and less91

frequent full ensemble describes both large-scale and small-scale characteristics of states related to the model attractor when it92

is constrained to be close to observations. This is a CMIP612 model configuration of CESM2.111. There exist other samples93

from this model’s climatological attractor, which were unconstrained by atmospheric observations, other than the tuning of94

parameterizations to maximize the performance as a climate model. For example, see “MultiModel Large Ensemble.” This95

dataset can be compared to those to identify model biases and estimate the fidelity of the model in years long simulations.96

Assimilation Components Description97

Observations98

The observations and retrievals (quantities derived from raw observations) used to create this dataset were gathered from99

a variety of publicly available sources. These include wind and temperature observations from airplanes, radiosondes, and100

retrievals from satellite observations, and Global Positioning System (GPS) refractivity observations (basically density) from101

COSMIC satellites, for example.102

The sources of the observations were:103

. From NCEP’s PREPBUFR files (prepqm) in NCAR’s Research Data Archive: (ds090.0):104
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radiosondes from balloons, mostly over land.
ACARS from commercial aircraft, mostly over North America.
AIRCRAFT from commercial aircraft.
CDW Cloud drift winds from GOES satellites.

105

. From COSMIC: Global Positioning System satellites radio occultation. Importing them to DART is described in106

your_DART/observations/obs_converters/gps/gps.html107

. From AIRS: Infrared soundings from the AQUA satellite (Aqua_AIRS_Level2, AIRS2RET.006). Importing them to108

DART is described in your_DART/observations/obs_converters/AIRS/AIRS.html. In addition, the observations were109

thinned by using only every ninth observation along track and every tenth observation cross track.110

The list of observation types used by this reanalysis is in Table 7. The observation error of each observation was taken from the111

original data source, and is stored with the observation values in this archive. See Observation Sequence Files (p11) for details.112

In some cases the error specified is larger than it could be. This is discussed briefly in Observation Space Diagnostics (p6). The113

only harm of this is that those observations will be underweighted in the assimilation process; other similar observations and114

the model will have stronger influences. There are several million observations per day. A subset of the observations from one115

assimilation time are shown in Fig. 2.116

The observations are repackaged into binary files with a format that satisfies DART’s requirements. Conversion to ASCII is117

available, via a DART program, and interpretation of the contents is available in the DART documentation. See Observation118

Sequence Files (p11).119

Hindcast Model120

The released version of CESM2.1 used here contains models of all the parts of the Earth system that influence the weather:121

atmosphere, ocean, land, sea and land ice, biogeochemistry, etc. Communication between these components is controlled by122

the “coupler”. Each component can be “active”; calculating the evolution of the model state, “data”; reading a model state that123

was generated elsewhere, or “stub”; no data passed to or from that component. The mode of each component is defined by a124

“compset” (component model set, documented here). This reanalyis used the compset HIST_CAM60_CLM50%BGC-CROP_-125

CICE%PRES_DOCN%DOM_MOSART_SGLC_SWAV which is parsed as in Table 1 . HIST does not describe a component.126

It means that initial conditions are historical (not from a climate projection).127

Component Mode Description
CAM60 active Community Atmosphere Model v.6.0.34
CLM50%BGC-CROP active Community Land Model v. 5.0 in Biogeochemistry-with-crops mode
CICE%PRES active Community Ice Model, in “present day” configuration. (Predicts ice

thickness, but see DOCN)
DOCN%DOM data Sea surface temperature and sea ice coverage data, read from files (see

Hindcast Model p4)
MOSART active River runoff model
SGLC stub Land glacier
SWAV stub Water waves

Table 1. The definition of the component set, which defines the hindcast model used in this reanalysis.

CAM’s “resolution” variable defines the horizontal grid and the dynamical core, which in this case is the Finite Volume128

core, which is defined on a logically rectangular grid with spacing ∼ 0.9◦ in latitude and 1.25◦ in longitude. The land model129

(CLM5) uses the same grid. The vertical resolution is defined by the atmospheric component, which for CAM6-FV is 32,130

hybrid σ+pressure levels, ranging from 7.44 hPa above the model surface (terrain following) up to 3.64 hPa.131

The data ocean model reads sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice coverage data from files containing AVHRR data.132

The spatial resolution of this data is higher (0.25◦) than CAM. The temporal resolution is nominally daily, but represents an133

ocean state which is a weighted average of data from several days. See Sea Surface Temperature and Ice Coverage (p14) for134

details.135

Additional external forcing of CAM includes specified aerosols, greenhouse gases, and volcanic forcing, from CESM136

datasets. These are historical data for dates through 2014, and use CMIP6 scenarios after that. More information about these137

datasets is in Files That Force CAM (p14).138

Assimilation Software139

DART provides an extensive choice of algorithms for ensemble Kalman filter data assimilation4. Based on extensive experi-140

mentation, the choices in Table 2 define the assimilation algorithm which generated these reanalyses.141
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Parameter Value Description
filter_kind 1 Ensemble Adjustment Kalman Filter (EAKF)13

ens_size 80 Number of ensemble members .
num_groups 1 Number of groups into which members are divided.
inf_flavor 5 Enhanced, spatially and temporally varying, adaptive, prior, covariance

inflation14.
inf_lower_bound 0.0 Inflation mean lower bound.
inf_upper_bound 100.0 Inflation mean upper bound (is never reached).
inf_sd_lower_bound 0.6 Inflation standard deviation lower bound.
inf_sd_max_change 1.05 Inflation standard deviation maximum change in an assimilation cycle.
inf_damping 0.9 Inflation damping (acts opposite of inflation to enhance temporal adap-

tiveness)15.
horiz_dist_only .false. Include the vertical distance in calculations of the distance be-

tween observations and state variables.
cutoff 0.15 Half width (in radians) of the spatial localization function16.
vert_normalization_scale_height 1.5 Scaling factor relating vertical distance to horizontal in localiza-

tion calculations. 1.5 scale heights = 1 radian in the horizontal.

sampling_error_correction .true. Apply a correction to account for the limited ensemble size.17

input_qc_threshold 3.0 Reject observations having a quality control value larger than this
outlier_threshold 3.0 Reject observations which are more than this number of total

spread standard deviations different from the ensemble mean.

Table 2. The assimilation parameters which have the most impact on the assimilation and the values used for this reanalysis.
They are set in fortran namelists within the input.nml file.

The model state is chosen to be the set of prognostic variables in CAM, which are required to define all other variables at142

the beginning of a hindcast. The models’ states are stored in CAM “initial” files, from which both CAM and DART read them,143

and to which both write updated model states. See Table 6 for the list of variable names, which define the model state in a144

namelist in the input.nml file. Although the model state is defined using only atmospheric variables, and all observations are145

atmospheric, the land and sea ice variables evolve consistently with the atmosphere, due to the coupling in the model. Those146

variables are passed along from cycle to cycle by being stored in those components’ “restart” files.147

Data Management148

The assimilation process generates a large amount of data in the form of large numbers of “small” files (Kbytes to several149

Gbytes), which are useful in the moment, but only some of which need to be archived. Those which need to be archived have150

been combined into files which have a convenient size for future use and make the data easier to find in the archive. In addition,151

they are compressed for efficient storage and transfer to where they are needed. This is described in Data Records, below.152

CESM Model State at the Start153

The CESM compset used in this reanalysis has active components with a broad range of dynamical memory, due to differing154

levels of nonlinear behavior and inertia in the physical systems. The atmosphere has some long-lived constituents, which155

influence the weather, but their persistent influence is overwhelmed by the model’s perturbation error growth. Starting hindcasts156

with tiny differences in initial conditions and running them for two weeks results in model states that appear to be unrelated,157

other than being in the same season. There is also a relatively high density of atmospheric observations, so the model state158

can be brought into agreement with them in a time span measured in days. In contrast, the land model has large reservoirs of159

some constituents, which react slowly and non-chaotically to forcing from the atmosphere. There is a relatively low density of160

observations, especially below a few meters below the surface, so bringing an arbitrary land model state into agreement with161

observations can take months to decades of assimilation. This reanalysis dealt with those issues by starting at atmospheric162

assimilation six months before the reanalysis start date. This “spin up” assimilation used an ensemble of CLM model states,163

which itself had already been spun up for 12 years, forced by a “2 degree” CAM4 ensemble reanalysis.164

Validation165

We include a subsection about validation in this Methods section because the results of our validation calculations are,166

themselves, one of the products in this dataset. They are available for further use, so the methods used to derive them should be167
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described here. Further validation details are in Technical Validation.168

One of the most important aspects of the assimilation to keep in mind is that it balances the uncertainty in the model, as169

represented by its ensemble spread, and the uncertainty in the observations, as represented by the observation error variance.170

This balance is a function of field, location, and time, due to the heterogeneous distribution of observations and the range of171

weather phenomena which the model must describe. If the uncertainty in the model becomes too small, the assimilation will172

reject observations that appear to be outliers, even though they are valid observations. This can allow the spread to become173

even smaller, and so on, until the model has diverged from the observations and ignores almost all of them, in which case the174

assimilation has failed. This is prevented by the ensemble spread “inflation” algorithm14.175

Observation Space Diagnostics176

Assimilation health can be monitored by processing the assimilation output periodically to examine the fraction of observations177

used as a function of time, and the bias and RMSE relative to the observations. The latter are calculated by comparing the178

model mean estimates of the observations to the actual observations at the observation locations, i.e. in “observation space”.179

We do not use the posterior model state because it may be overfit to the observations, which would give an overly optimistic180

representation of the assimilation. The assimilation results are compared against each observation type separately, e.g. a figure181

may show a time series of the bias of the model estimates of temperature relative to the radiosonde temperatures that were182

assimilated, but not relative to the aircraft temperatures, which are taken at different locations and times and may have different183

biases. Details of the DART diagnostic software and how to do further validations are described in Observation Sequence Files184

(p11).185

These ideas are illustrated in Figure 4, which is derived from the “spinup” assimilation, which ensured that the initial186

ensemble of the reanalysis represented a stable pattern, with no remnants of the arbritrary initial conditions. The figure displays187

a useful quantity we call “total spread”. Since both the hindcast and observations have uncertainty associated with them, it188

is helpful to view them as probability distributions, each with its own spread around its most likely value, those being the189

ensemble spread (σmodel) and the observation error standard deviation (σobs). Whether the two distributions are distinct or190

essentially indistinguishable depends on both spreads, as well as the difference between the means. The total spread is a191

combination of the two spreads, σtotal =
√

σ2
obs +σ2

model , which can be used as a measure of whether the RMSE is “large”192

or not. The model state can be arbitrarily accurate, given enough good observations, so the RMSE can be arbitrarily small.193

The totalspread, however, is always at least as large as the observation error standard deviation, which is independent of the194

ensemble model state and the assimilation. So we expect the RMSE to be less than or equal to the total spread. In practice, the195

RMSE is often less than the total spread, which indicates that the observation error is larger than it needs to be.196

In Figure 4 the initial ensemble has a tiny spread, so the total spread is small. This causes the assimilation to ignore more197

than half of the observations because it considers them to be impossible outliers. Note that the RMSE of the initial ensemble is198

relatively large, even though the observations that are farthest from the ensemble have been ignored. So the ensemble has very199

high confidence in a poor estimate of the temperature. However, almost half of the observations are assimilated, so the model200

state is pushed towards those observations. At the same time, the assimilation sees that the model estimate is incorrect and201

it increases the size of the ensemble spread (reduces its confidence) via the adaptive inflation algorithm. Around day 5 the202

ensemble spread has become large enough that it allows the number of observations assimilated to increase. Simultaneously the203

RMSE rises, as larger numbers of observations are used and they reinforce the conclusion that the ensemble estimate is poor.204

Around day 7 the totalspread has increased enough to permit the assimilation of almost all of the observations, and to allow the205

ensemble to agree with them. By day 10 the RMSE has fallen by about half and virtually all of the observations are being206

used. This signals to the assimilation that the ensemble now has a good estimate so it allows the ensemble spread to decrease.207

By the end the ensemble has high confidence in a correct estimate, which is confirmed by the small RMSE. At that point the208

assimilation is considered to be healthy: almost all of the observations are being assimilated and the RMSE is approximately209

the same size as the total spread.210

If the RMSE in that figure is replaced by the bias, then it indicates possible bias in the model and/or the observations. If211

the biases relative to the observations from a variety of platforms (radiosondes, satellites, ...) are of the same sign, then it212

is reasonable to conclude that the model is biased. If the biases are of different signs, then it seems likely that some of the213

observations are biased, and possibly the model too.214

This dataset was checked after every month of assimilation. The graphical results of that are available as described in215

Statistical Representations of Observation Space Performance (p12). The files which were processed (“observation sequence216

files”) are also available for further evaluation. There were no instances of the ensemble diverging catastrophically from the217

observations. In fact, the filter program never failed for algorithmic reasons (there were plenty of machine hardware and218

software failures).219
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State Space220

The assimilation can cycle through months in a fairly stable, healthy state, but occasionally there are features in the observation221

space diagnostics which merit investigation. For example, the number of radiosonde observations might suddenly increase, and,222

possibly with it, the RMSE. This is often caused by the appearance of a hurricane, which prompts weather services to take223

extra observations, as can be seen in Fig. 2a (in the Gulf of Mexico). This can be verified by examining the assimilation output224

which is on the model grid, often referred to as “state space”. If a hurricane is visible, and maps of the observation locations225

coincide with it, then the issue is resolved. Other features of the assimilation are more subtle, and may indicate that the quality226

of an observation type is evolving, or that something about the model is changing from year to year, such as the external data227

forcing files it reads.228

Community Evaluation229

This ensemble reanalysis is a large and varied dataset, which has been evaluated for only basic signs of correctness. There are230

many opportunities for researchers at all stages of their careers (including students) to use or probe the data and publish the231

results. We welcome interactions ranging from simply learning about results, to answering questions, to in–depth collaborations.232

Data Records233

Archive Location and Access234

The reanalysis dataset has been archived in the Research Data Archive (“ds345.0”18) at the National Center for Atmospheric235

Research (NCAR). It is freely available, but a simple registration is required. The following subsections describe the data236

products as they are organized in the RDA site, which is consistent with the organization of the CESM short term archive.237

There are subdirectories for various groups of archived files. In each group directory there are subdirectories for either the238

ensemble members or dates archived there. A key to the outline of the archive is:239

“RDA PRODUCT name” (files_group_name [a link]),240

ensemble member or data subdirectories241

data files242

Where, in the following,243

INST = 0001 . . . 0080244

YYYY = 2011 . . . 2019245

MM = 01 . . . 12246

DD = 01 . . . 31247

SSSSS = 00000, (occasionally 64800)248

The files in the subdirectories are described in the subsections below. Follow the files_group_name links.249

“CESM Flux Coupler (cpl7) Files” (cpl)250

cplINST251

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cpl_INST.hr2x.YYYY.nc.gz252

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cpl_INST.ha2x3h.YYYY.nc.gz253

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cpl_INST.ha2x1hi.YYYY.nc.gz254

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cpl_INST.ha2x1h.YYYY.nc.gz255

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cpl_INST.ha2x1d.YYYY.nc.gz256

“CESM Atmosphere (CAM6.0) Files” (atm)257

atmYYYYMM258

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cam_allinst.e.forecast.YYYY-MM-DD-00000.tar259

“External System Processing (DART) Files” (esp = DART)260

espYYYYMM261

Diags_NTrS_YYYY-MM.tgz262

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cam_obs_seq_final.YYYY-MM.tgz263

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.e.cam_forecast_mean.YYYY-MM.tar264

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.e.cam_forecast_sd.YYYY-MM.tar265

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.i.cam_output_mean.YYYY-MM.tar266

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.i.cam_output_sd.YYYY-MM.tar267

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.rh.cam_forecast_priorinf_mean.YYYY-MM.tar268
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f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.rh.cam_forecast_priorinf_sd.YYYY-MM.tar269

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.rh.cam_output_priorinf_mean.YYYY-MM.tar270

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.rh.cam_output_priorinf_sd.YYYY-MM.tar271

“CESM Land Model (CLM5.0) Files” (lnd)272

lndINST273

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.clm2_INST.h0.YYYY.nc.gz274

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.clm2_INST.h1.YYYY.nc.gz275

“CESM Restart Files including Initial Files” (rest )276

restYYYYMM277

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.INST.alltypes.YYYY-MM-DD-00000.tar278

f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.infl_log.alltypes.YYYY-MM-DD-00000.tar279

File Naming Conventions280

In each of those directories are files, whose names roughly follow the CESM file naming convention (‘[]’ = optional part):281

CASENAME.model[_INST].filetype[.subtype].DATE.extension[.compression]282

Tar (tape archive) files contain files which also follow this convention. The parts of the file name can be interpreted using Table283

3. An example is f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cam_allinst.e.forecast.2011-01-03-00000.tar. More examples284

are listed in the relevant subsections, below.285

Part Description Examples
CASENAME CESM ‘CASENAME’ f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011
model CESM component model cpl, cam, clm, . . .
INST The [optional] ensemble member(s) 0080, allinst (‘instance’ is the CESM name for ensemble mem-

ber.)
filetype Abbreviated type of file ‘i’nitial, ‘e’xternal system processing, ha2x1d = ‘h’istory ‘a’tm

‘to any’ ‘1d’ay frequency.
subtype Refinement of the filetype ‘forecast’ file from filetype ‘e’
DATE Hindcast date and time label 2011-01-03-00000, 2019-12
extension Abbreviation of the file format nc (NetCDF), tgz (gzipped tar file)
compression Abbreviation of the compression used gz (gzip)

Table 3. The parts of CESM file names, their interpretation, and illustrative examples. The many filetypes will be described in
the file description subsections, below.

Surface Forcing Files286

The physical system components of CESM influence each other via fluxes and component variables at the Earth’s surface.287

CESM’s coupler mediates this communication and can write those fluxes and variables to “history“ files for later use. This288

reanalysis produced the five different coupler history files needed to run combinations of CESM components which require289

a data atmosphere (with a few, rarely used exceptions). These files are intended to be used only in this way, so we will not290

describe each variable in each file, but will focus on how to use them. The files are in NetCDF format and contain useful291

metadata, such as variable long names, so individual variables can easily be extracted and evaluated, but researchers should be292

careful to learn the exact nature and provenance of those variables. Metadata can be misleading.293

The files are written at the end of each 6 hour hindcast, but contain data with a variety of frequencies, as appropriate for294

each variable. At the end of each year they are concatenated into year long time series for convenient archiving and later direct295

use by CESM. They are also compressed for efficient archiving and copying to local computers. Table 4 describes the CESM296

coupler history files and which CESM components need which ones. An example of a file name is f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_-297

025.CAM6assim.011.cpl_0080.ha2x1d.2011.nc.gz which can be parsed using Table 3. In addition, the filetypes can be parsed298

as follows:299

h = (coupler) history file300

a,r = the component which provides the forcing fields (“atm” or “river”)301

2 = “to”302
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x = all other components303

d,h = the frequency of the data (days or hours). “Day” is actually a 6 hour span, due to the length of the hindcasts.304

i = flag that the data is instantaneous, instead of averaged (the default).305

NOTE: CESM generally interpolates these data to the start time requested by the user. In order to start a hindcast on the306

first date of the dataset (2011-01-01-00000), the 2011 forcing files must contain data from the end of 2010. This sometimes307

raises questions about whether the “time” variable, and “time:units” and “time:bounds” metadata are all correct. They are.308

Filetype→ ha2x1d ha2x3h ha2x1h ha2x1hi hr2x1d
Active Component
lnd: CLM, CTSM yes yes yes yes
ocn: POP, MOM yes yes yes yes
ice: CICE yes yes yes
glc†: CISM yes yes yes yes
rof†: RTM, MOSART yes yes yes yes

Table 4. Which forcing file filetypes are used by which CESM component models in “data atmosphere” mode.
† Depending on the compset chosen, these components may need forcing files from components in addition to the DATM. In
that case, a case can be set up and run to use the DATM forcing files and write out the additional forcing.

Restart File Sets309

CESM is able to fully stop and restart with results that are identical to a case where it doesn’t stop. It does this by writing310

and reading comprehensive “restart” files, which contain a complete description of the state of the model. In the context of311

ensemble assimilation, it writes a restart file set for each ensemble member. A restart set for one member (INST) for one date is312

stored in the RDA in a file like f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.INST.alltypes.YYYY-MM-DD-00000.tar where313

“alltypes” indicates that a variety of filetypes are contained in it. See the CESM file naming conventions for details about these314

standard filetypes. The list of files in such a file can be found in Table 5. The variables in some of the files will be described in315

subsections, below.316

These restart sets can be used to start single or ensemble hindcasts, and to start data assimilation experiments. Each317

ensemble member is an equally likely model state, so they can be chosen at random, unless a specific atmospheric feature is318

needed, such as the strongest hurricane in the ensemble. They are available every Monday at 00:00 UTC.319

CAM Initial Files320

In this reanalysis CAM6 is instructed to write out an ensemble of “initial” files at the end of each hindcast. See Table 5 for an321

example file name. They contain the variables which comprise the DART prior state vector, and enough other variables to start322

a CAM6 hindcast (Table 6). In contrast to the “restart” files, they cannot resume a previous hindcast in a continuous manner.323

Initial files were chosen over restart files for the storage of the state variables for several reasons:324

• smaller size (less than 1/3),325

• more intuitive variables (e.g. sensible temperature instead of scaled virtual potential temperature),326

• better metadata,327

• no need for identical hindcast continuation.328

That last reason is because DART changes the model state variables between the end of the previous hindcast and the start of329

the next, so identical continuation is not possible.330

Restart Files331

The initial intended use of these file sets was to provide convenient dates for restarting assimilations due to computing332

environment difficulties, or to branch experiments, which tested aspects of the assimilation. They will hopefully prove useful333

for starting (ensemble) hindcast experiments and further CAM assimilation experiments. Due to their low frequency (weekly),334

and the fact that the contents are not easily or completely described, they do not lend themselves to meaningful evaluation, so335

no detailed table of variables will be provided here.336

For the curious, here is an overview of the file contents. The CAM restart files contain similar variables to the initial337

files, but many more (184 versus 36). There is no metadata for many of them and some do not even appear in the CAM log338

file “MASTER LIST”. The CLM restart files have 276 variables, whose metadata includes their long names, and 143 more339

which lack that. The coupler restart files contain 203 variables, many of which are related to the variables in the coupler340

history (“forcing”) files. They contain additional fluxes from non-atmospheric (or river) components, such as CICE and CLM.341
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Component Model File Type File Name
CAM6 initial CASENAME.cam_0080.i.2020-01-01-00000.nc
CAM6 restart CASENAME.cam_0080.r.2020-01-01-00000.nc
CAM surface restart CASENAME.cam_0080.rs.2020-01-01-00000.nc
CICE restart CASENAME.cice_0080.r.2020-01-01-00000.nc
CLM5 restart CASENAME.clm2_0080.r.2020-01-01-00000.nc
cpl7 restart CASENAME.cpl_0080.r.2020-01-01-00000.nc
MOSART binary restart CASENAME.mosart_0080.r.2020-01-01-00000
DOCN binary restart CASENAME.docn_0080.rs1.2020-01-01-00000.bin
CAM history #0 CASENAME.cam_0080.h0.2019-12-31-64800.nc
CLM history #0 CASENAME.clm2_0080.h0.2020-01-01-00000.nc
CLM history #1 CASENAME.clm2_0080.h1.2020-01-01-00000.nc
MOSART history CASENAME.mosart_0080.h0.2020-00.nc
CLM restart history #0 CASENAME.clm2_0080.rh0.2020-01-01-00000.nc
CLM restart history #1 CASENAME.clm2_0080.rh1.2020-01-01-00000.nc
MOSART restart history #0 CASENAME.mosart_0080.rh0.2020-01-01-00000.nc
DART restart history CASENAME.dart.rh.cam_forecast_priorinf_mean.2020-00.nc
DART restart history CASENAME.dart.rh.cam_forecast_priorinf_sd.2020-00.nc

Table 5. The list of files in a “restart set”, their filetypes, and example file names (CASENAME =
f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011). The history files are not required for an exact restart of the model, but are
archived with the restart files to maintain continuity of optional time series of (time averaged) fields requested from the case.
The relationship between history and restart history files is described in CESM Post Processing Data. The DART inflation
restart history files are not used during CESM’s restart process, but are used by the assimilation. They are also archived more
frequently with the other DART output as described in Ensemble Mean and Spread Files (p13).

The CICE restart files contain 54 variables with no metadata for them. Consult the User’s Guide if needed. The river runoff342

(MOSART) restart files contain 14 variables on a longitude–latitude grid, with long name metadata.343

Inflation Files344

Following Bayes’ theorem, the prior distribution (represented by an ensemble) is combined with the observations at each345

assimilation cycle to produce a posterior. If the spread of the prior is small due to model and sampling errors or if the observation346

estimate is overconfident, the posterior will also be overconfident. This is easy to view because after applying Bayes’ rule, the347

posterior variance will be smaller than both the prior and observation error variances. The easiest way to fix that is to “inflate”348

the ensemble; increase the spread of the ensemble around its mean, while preserving the mean. In large, complex models such349

as CAM6, an effective algorithm for doing that is adaptive inflation, which defines an inflation value (and standard deviation)350

at each model grid point for each state variable, and evolves them in time in order to adapt to the evolving distribution of351

observations and model state. The inflation can be applied to the prior or posterior ensemble. Studies have shown that prior352

inflation can mitigate model biases while posterior inflation is effective at reducing sampling errors20 Model biases often353

dominate sampling errors. In this reanalysis study, we use adaptive prior inflation.354

This evolving inflation data is stored in “inflation restart files” during each assimilation cycle. The product of the algorithm355

is essentially a distribution, so the inflation is written out as a pair of mean and standard deviation inflation files. This356

should not be interpretted as the inflation of the model mean and the inflation of the model standard deviation; these files357

describe the state of the inflation algorithm. Examples of those file names are in the restart file Table 5 and have the filetypes358

rh.cam_forecast_priorinf_mean and rh.cam_forecast_priorinf_sd. These files have variables named the same as the model359

state variables (see Table 6), but their contents are inflation values, defined by the filetype. The inflation fields are useful for360

evaluating the assimilation performance, and they are relatively small, so they are archived for every cycle. The subset of these361

files, which are archived as part of the restart file sets, are in archive files having “infl_log” in their names, e.g. as in the restart362

files outline) See Figure 5 for examples of the inflation mean fields.363

Atmosphere Model Ensembles364

The whole ensemble of prior model states is archived at least weekly in files of the form f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.-365

CAM6assim.011.cam_allinst.e.forecast.YYYY-MM-DD-SSSSS.tar (not to be confused with the “alltypes” files in restart sets).366

The posterior versions of the contents of these files are archived in the CAM initial files in the (weekly) restart sets (see Table 5).367
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Variable Name Description
CAM6+DART model state variables

PS surface pressure
T sensible temperature

US zonal wind component (on a grid staggered latitudinally 1/2 grid box)
VS meridional wind component (on a grid staggered longitudinally 1/2 grid box)

Q specific humidity
CLDLIQ cloud liquid water (grid box average)
CLDICE cloud ice (grid box average)

Other moisture variables
NUMICE cloud ice number (grid box average)
NUMLIQ cloud liquid number (grid box average)
NUMRAI rain number (grid box average)

NUMSNO snow number (grid box average)
RAINQM rain amount (grid box average)

SNOWQM snow amount (grid box average)
Aerosols

DMS dimethyl sulfide
H2O2 H2O2

H2SO4 H2SO4
SO2 SO2

SOAG secondary organic aerosols gas
MAM4 modal aerosol scheme variables

bc_a[1,4] black carbon, modes 1 and 4
dst_a[1–3] dust, modes 1 through 3
ncl_a[1–3] sea salt (NaCl) , modes 1 through 3

num_a[1–4] aerosol number density, modes 1 through 4
pom_a[1,4] primary-organic aerosols, modes 1 and 4
soa_a[1,2] secondary-organic aerosols, modes 1 and 2

so4_a[1–3] sulfate (SO4) modes 1 through 3

Table 6. The CAM6 variables which are written to the initial files. The state variables are those that are directly changed by
the assimilation. The rest evolve in response to the changes to the state variables as well as the model physics and dynamics.
The “modes” in the MAM419 modal aerosol scheme are “accum”(1), “aitken”(2), “coarse”(3), and “primary_carbon”(4).

[NOTE: When the initial files were written they contained the prior model states (see CAM Initial Files). After the assimilation368

they contain the posteriors.] The assimilation innovations can be calculated by subtracting a prior (forecast) variable from its369

posterior (initial file) version, e.g. for temperature; Tinnovation = Tinit −Tf orecast .370

NOTE: Similar ensemble files with filetype “preassim” contain the inflated ensemble, which cannot be used to calculate371

assimilation innovation without deflating the ensemble first, using the inflation values described in Inflation Time Series (p14).372

This is in contrast to the innovations of the mean, which can be calculated from the ensemble mean of either “forecast” or373

“preassim”. See Ensemble Mean and Spread Files (p13).374

Assimilation Files375

The program “filter”, which does the assimilation, writes out a variety of files, which were used to evaluate the health of the376

assimilation, but can also be a source of research data. They are described in detail in the following subsections.377

Observation Sequence Files378

DART currently requires that the observations to be assimilated and the metadata describing them be packaged into a custom379

formatted file. The assimilation process generates an ensemble of model estimates of each observation, which are written, with380

the actual observations, to an “obs_seq_final” file using the same custom format. In this reanalysis the files are binary for381

compactness.382

At the end of each month of assimilation the obs_seq_final files are compressed into a tar archive for archiving in the RDA.383

The file names have the form f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cam_obs_seq_final.YYYY-MM.tar384
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The observation types, which were assimilated (e.g. RADIOSONDE_TEMPERATURE), are a subset of the types available385

in the obs_seq_final files. Other types were merely “evaluated” during the assimilation, meaning that filter calculated the386

ensemble model estimates of the observations, but did not change the model state to fit them better. These are often referred to387

as “withheld” observations, which provide an independent verification of the assimilation. Table 7 lists the observation types388

and how they were used.389
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TYPE
ACARS_ assim assim assim X X X
AIRCRAFT_ assim assim assim X X X
AIRS_ assim X X eval X X
GPSRO_ X X X X X assim
LAND_SFC_ X X X X eval X
MARINE_SFC_ eval X
RADIOSONDE_ assim assim assim eval eval X
SAT_ X assim assim X X X

Table 7. The names of the observation types available in the obs_seq_final files can be constructed by combining an entry
from the first column (e.g. AIRS_) with an entry from the top row (e.g. TEMPERATURE), e.g. AIRS_TEMPERATURE. Each
type was either ‘assim’ilated , ‘eval’uated , (blank) ignored, or ‘X’ doesn’t exist.

Statistical Representations of Observation Space Performance390

In order to calculate the statistics of the observation data in the obs_seq_final files, as discussed in Observation Space Diagnostics391

(p6), program “obs_diag” harvests data from them, performs some of the statistical analysis, and writes the results into a392

NetCDF file (“obs_diag_output.nc”). This workflow, and related workflows, are outlined in Figure 6. Obs_diag enables users to393

focus the evaluation in many ways. The following features of the evaluation can be specified as inputs to obs_diag:394

• observation types395

• horizontal and vertical domains396

• date range of the data397

• statistics or variables displayed (bias, RMSE, total spread, rank histograms, and more)398

DART provides Matlab c© scripts to read the obs_diag_output.nc files, finish the statistical analysis, and display the results.399

(See Assimilation Diagnostic Files (p16) for guidance about replacing the Matlab c© scripts by similar software of the user’s400

choosing.) The resulting files are packaged into files of the form “Diags_NTrS_YYYY-MM.tgz”, which contains the following401

files, most of which are described by a template due to the large number of similar names. Not all combinations of TYPE and402

QTY could be generated; see Table 7 for a map.403

obs_diag_output.nc (statistics generated by program obs_diag)404

script.m (Matlab c© script which created the .ps and .pdf files)405

matlab_nc.out (diagnostic output from script.m)406

TYPE_QTY_rmse_bias_evolution_region#.ps407

TYPE_QTY_rmse_totalspread_evolution_region#.ps408

TYPE_QTY_rmse_bias_profile_region#.pdf409

TYPE_QTY_rmse_bias_norm_profile_region#.pdf410

TYPE_QTY_rmse_totalspread_profile_region#.pdf411

TYPE_QTY_rmse_bias_obscount.txt412

Where413

YYYY = 2011 . . . 2019414

MM = 01 . . . 12.415

TYPE = ACARS, AIRCRAFT, AIRS, GPSRO, LAND_SFC, MARINE_SFC, RADIOSONDE, SAT416
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QTY = TEMPERATURE, U_WIND_COMPONENT, V_WIND_COMPONENT, SPECIFIC_HUMIDITY,417

ALTIMETER, REFRACTIVITY418

# = Regions (defined by latitude in this case) “1”; 20N−90N , “2”; 20S−20N , “3”; 90S−20S419

NTrS = the 3 regions: Northern hemisphere, Tropics, Southern hemisphere420

An illustration of time series from this type of analysis is in Fig. 4 and is discussed in Observation Space Diagnostics (p6).421

A more condensed view of some of the data in this reanalysis is shown in Figure 7. This picture provides examples of many422

features of the assimilation and evaluation, which are helpful for understanding the data products. The statistics shown there423

are calculated at the observation locations, so any interpolation is performed on the model state, not on the observations. The424

vertical dimension is divided into 14 layers, each of which contains a standard or mandatory pressure level of the atmosphere.425

The layers are not the model vertical levels. The figure also shows the number of observations available and the number426

assimilated in each layer, which provide guidance about the health of the assimilation (a large fraction assimilated is healthy)427

and about the trustworthiness of the RMSE and bias (small number assimilated = untrustworthy). Note that there are no428

observations assimilated in the top two layers, due to a choice to avoid assimilation in the top levels of the model, which are429

damped and don’t respond well to assimilation.430

The observations in Figure 7 come from low orbit satellites, such as COSMIC, which very accurately measure the transit431

time of radio signals emitted by Global Positioning System satellites. The times are distorted by the atmosphere, which makes it432

possible to calculate the atmospheric index of refraction. The index is reported as the observation, but is more accurately called433

a “retrieval” because it is derived from the raw measurements. Note that, despite the fact that the retrievals are not model state434

variables, they can be assimilated and provide information which is useful for updating the model state variables. The actual435

index values are near 1.0, but the reported numbers have the form nrep = (nwhole−1.0)×100 in order to focus on the variable436

part of the numbers. The index of refraction is a function of atmospheric density, which decreases exponentially with height.437

The profiles have been normalized by the average nrep in each layer, so that the curves in the upper layers don’t appear to be438

“zero”. During this month in this region, all of the biases happen to be ≥ 0, which reveals that CAM6 has a denser atmosphere439

than the observations indicate. Further probing reveals that a cold bias explains some of this density bias (not shown). This440

reanalysis reveals a variety of persistent biases in the model and/or in some of the observation platforms. The RMSE and bias441

shown in Figure 7 are two examples of the quantities available in the obs_diag_output.nc files for visualization. The complete442

list of these “copies” is shown in Table 8, and is taken from the variable CopyMetaData in those files.443

Some of the temperature bias mentioned in the discussion of Fig. 7 can be seen in Figure 8, which shows pictures from444

the Diags_NTrS_2019-07.tgz file. In contrast to Figure 4, these time series show an assimilation that has settled into a stable,445

healthy pattern. There is no obvious trend in any of the statistics, including the fraction of observations used. The fraction of446

RADIOSONDE_TEMPERATURE observations used is quite small in the layer displayed here because this reanalysis did not447

assimilate any observations below the bottom model level, which is ∼52 m above the surface, and the surface itself is smoothed448

to be suitable for the model’s 1 degree resolution. The fraction used is much higher in higher layers and for other observations,449

such as AIRS (bottom of Fig. 8). A few of the time slots show relatively large (or small) RMSE and bias, which is almost450

always due to there being very few observations at that time, which can result in randomly bad (or good) agreement with the451

observations.452

Since the bias of the model relative to both observation types is consistently ∼-1 K, it is fair to conclude that the model453

probably has a deficiency. This bias persists despite the assimilation frequently pushing the model state towards the observations,454

so the bias in a free running hindcast would be larger. It may be true that both observation platforms are biased compared455

to reality, but we can’t confirm that from anything in this assimilation. The RMSE represents a combination of the bias and456

random error. A large portion of this RMSE is due to this bias, implying that the distribution of estimated observations is457

relatively narrow, which in turn implies that the model estimates are truly inconsistent with the observations and not just458

“different within the noise”. These biases are of the prior model states, which are in the atmospheric Surface Forcing Files. In459

contrast, the CAM initial files in the Restart File Sets contain posterior fields, which will generally have smaller biases because460

the assimilation has pushed those model states closer to the observations.461

Ensemble Mean and Spread Files462

Filter also calculates the ensemble mean and spread in state space (on the model grid) and writes those to NetCDF files. Those463

files are written at two “stages”; the “forecast” and “output”, which are the “prior” and “posterior” states of the ensemble,464

respectively. Those features are summarized in the filetype part of the file name, e.g. “output_sd” means the standard deviation465

(spread) of the output ensemble. They are available every 6 hours. The impact of the assimilation on the model state ensemble466

mean can be calculated as “innovation = output - forecast”. Note that the “output” files have filetype “.i.” to signal that their467

contents describe the files which will be used to initialize the next hindcast, while the “forecast” files have filetype “.e.” to468

signal that they describe model data which will be modified by DART. All of these files contain only quantities describing the469

model state variables, (see the list in Table 6).470
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NOTE: Some years have “preassim” files instead of forecast. The ensemble means of those 2 stages are identical, by the471

design of the inflation algorithm, so both the preassim and forecast means can be used in the mean innovation calculation. This472

is in contrast to the innovations calculated from ensemble members.473

Inflation Time Series474

The dart.rh files are concatenations of the inflation restart files, which are described in Inflation Files (p10), so they are 6-hourly475

time series. The rh.cam_output_priorinf* filetypes contain the same types of data as the rh.cam_forecast_priorinf*, but the476

fields have been updated by the assimilation. They were used by the subsequent assimilation.477

Land Model Time Series478

The CLM namelists instructed it to write out “history” files of fields describing the evolution of plant growth under the influence479

of an ensemble of realistic atmospheric forcing. The fields were written to two files to separate the time averaging applied to480

each. Filetype “h0” has instantaneous values. Filetype “h1” has time averaged values. Files were written at the end of each six481

hour hindcast, then concatenated into year long time series, and compressed for archiving. The requested fields, along with482

fields written by default, are listed in Table 9.483

Files That Force CAM484

The component set chosen for this reanalysis uses a “data ocean” as a time evolving boundary condition which forces CAM6.485

While that dataset completely specifies the influence of the oceans on CAM, other datasets supply partial influences. These486

are added to related, internally generated fields, which are read from the initial files. One example is aerosols, which evolve487

according to model physics and chemistry, but also have contributions from sources outside of the atmosphere, such as industrial488

emissions. The files which provide this “external forcing” are provided in a CESM archive. Installation of CESM on most489

supercomputers includes at least parts of this archive in a location which is accessible to everyone. If these files are not in that490

archive, request that they be downloaded from the CESM data repository, which can be accessed by following instructions in491

the CESM User’s Guide. The namelist variables which specify the needed files are describe in the CESM2 CAM6 namelist492

variables page.493

Sea Surface Temperature and Ice Coverage494

The data which CESM reads to provide SSTs and sea ice coverage (but not thickness) was taken from the RDA dataset (ds277.7)495

before 2020, when it was replaced by files which have data valid at 12:00 UTC instead of 0:00 UTC. The 0:00 UTC data used496

in this reanalysis are archived in the RDA ds345.018 dataset avhrr-only-v2.2011-202001_0Z_filled_c200810.nc.gz.497

Aerosols and Green House Gases498

For this CESM component set and for years before 2015 CESM chooses default files which contain historical data. For499

hindcasts in 2015 and later, there is a choice of using data in a “CYCLICAL” mode, which uses a specified year of data, or500

using CMIP6 scenario projections and the “INTERP_MISSING_MONTHS” mode. The scenarios are very similar during the501

first few years after 2014, so the choice is not of central importance. We chose files containing data from scenario “SSP3-7.0”,502

which specifies a moderate increase in green house gas. The non-default files used in this reanalysis are listed in Table 10.503

Land Model504

The CLM5 component of this reanalysis employed two external forcing files. Population density was read from fire-505

data/clmforc.Li_2018_SSP3_CMIP6_hdm_0.5x0.5_AVHRR_simyr1850-2100_c181205.nc in SERIAL mode. Land use506

was read in CYCLICAL mode (year 2015 data) from file landuse.timeseries_0.9x1.25_SSP5-8.5_78pfts_CMIP6_simyr1850-507

2100_c181209.nc.508

Log Files509

Further details about the hindcast model are in the weekly “infl_log” files. These include log files from the overall job (“cesm”),510

one of the 80 couplers (“cpl_0001”), and one each of the 5 nonstub components; cpl_0001, ice_0001, lnd_0001, ocn_0001,511

rof_0001. Log files from the assimilations are not archived in the RDA collection, but are available on NCAR’s Campaign512

Storage file system for a limited time. The most important aspects of the assimilation setup and results are described here and513

in the RDA dataset.514

Technical Validation515

The intent of this project is to provide a useful representation of Earth’s actual weather for use in Earth system research,516

especially ensemble data assimilation. It is not to provide the best atmospheric reanalyses possible. As in any reanalysis, the517

fidelity to the weather depends on the types and numbers of observations at the time and in the area of interest, as well as on the518
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ability of the model to simulate the atmospheric state. The validity of the data is described by some of the dataset itself, as519

noted in the Validation section. DART also provides methods for further evaluating these data products when a more focused520

evaluation is needed. See Observation Space Diagnostics (p6), Statistical Representations of Observation Space Performance521

(p12), and Ensemble Mean and Spread Files (p13) for examples and discussion. The suitability of this data for an application522

should be carefully evaluated independently of the evaluations available in this dataset. There is likely enough diagnostic data523

in this dataset that you can compare these results to reanalyses produced by operational centers.524

Monthly Observation Space Evaluation525

Much of the technical evaluation of this reanalysis is contained in the monthly, observation space pictures generated by DART’s526

Matlab c© scripts. That process is described in Methods and Statistical Representations of Observations Space Performance527

(p12).528

In addition to examining individual months, we compared the same month from all years to evaluate long term trends in the529

assimilation quality. Examples are shown in Figure 9, which are not included in the reanalysis archive (e.g. Diags_NTrS_-530

YYYY-MM.tgz) but could be recreated from the available data. Note that in Figure 9a there is a dramatic decrease in the RMSE531

in layers 525 hPa and 400 hPa during the last four years and an increase in the number of observations assimilated. We believe532

that that this is due to an improvement in 2016 in the algorithm used to calculate the wind from the movement of clouds. The533

RMSE values in the 100 hPa layer should be ignored because there were hardly any observations there, so the statistics are not534

robust.535

Figure 9b shows generally larger temperature biases relative to radiosonde observations in the lower layers in recent years.536

We have not found an explanation for this trend, but have not seen any evidence that the reanalysis is failing. This sort of537

behavior could be the subject of further research.538

Ensemble Spread539

The observation space diagnostics discussed in the previous sections show the fidelity of the model state ensemble mean to540

the observations. They basically answer the question “Is the model’s most likely estimate of the weather consistent with the541

observations?” An equally important question is “Is the consistency due to chance or to high certainty in the model ensemble?”542

That question is answered by the prior ensemble spread, which varies widely with location, time, and the atmospheric field of543

interest. An example is shown in Figure 10. There is some correlation between the weather (ensemble mean, bottom figure)544

and the ensemble spread (top figure) in areas which are not well observed, such as the southern oceans. Well observed areas,545

such as over continents and down wind from them, have very small ensemble spread, indicating high confidence in the means.546

Use of the Surface Forcing Files in CESM547

Multiple tests have demonstrated that the coupler history files (“forcing files”) can be read by CESM and provide atmospheric548

forcing for data atmosphere configurations of CESM (“DATM”), such as compsets whose short names start with “I” (CLM),549

“C” or “G” (POP2), and “D” or “G” (CICE). See Table 4 (p9) from Surface Forcing Files, Figure 3, and the CESM component550

set web page for details.551

Reproducibility552

A reanalysis such as this is a complex activity, involving many layers of software, evolving computing environments, and human553

intervention. Fortunately, the core activity is comparison of model output against observations, so the end product is closely554

tied to reality and is verifiable. Our intent in providing this dataset to the community is to prevent the needless reproduction of555

such a large amount of data. However, some reproducibility exercises are valuable for verification of the data products, the556

software used to create them, and how well data users understand it all. There are at least two varieties of reproducibility that557

are desirable from the various subsets of data; bitwise or statistical. Although the hindcast model and DART are designed to be558

capable of bitwise reproducibility, the fundamental nature and goal of ensemble data assimilation is a statistical description of559

the physical system. Two assimilations which use fundamentally the same hindcast model and the same assimilation algorithm,560

but different initial ensembles, should generate ensembles which are statistically indistinguishable after the typical spinup561

period. Conclusions drawn from such ensembles are robust and meaningful, while conclusions based on individual members or562

details of the differences between the the ensembles are generally not robust and are suspect.563

Bitwise564

The extent to which the results are bitwise reproducible will depend on many factors, including availability of the same or565

equivalent hardware, compilers, and libraries. The farther removed in time the reproduction effort is, the less likely it is to566

succeed, and the more effort it will take. For example, at one point some desirable output was lost during the archiving process.567

We attempted to recreate the data, after a significant computer upgrade, by recompiling the programs with the updated compilers568
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to ensure consistency with the updated environment. We were unable to bitwise reproduce the data in the available time, but we569

discovered that the original executables, compiled before the upgrade, still reproduced earlier results exactly.570

Statistical571

When attempting to reproduce this reanalysis it is necessary to define an acceptable disagreement between the reproduction and572

the original. There is a range of standards which could be used, depending on the intended use. Some examples are, in roughly573

increasing precision:574

Are the differences between the means smaller than the model state changes between assimilation times?575

. . . smaller than the combined uncertainties of the two distributions?576

. . . smaller than the assimilation innovations?577

Are the distributions indistinguishable using formal statistical methods of comparison, which take into account the578

possibility that the distributions are not random draws from the continuous distribution which represents the atmospheric579

variable?580

The last, strictest standard is difficult to define and calculate, even in the case of ensemble hindcasts with no data assimilation,581

as described by Milroy, et al.21. We are not aware of any adaptations of those techniques to ensemble data assimilation.582

Usage Notes583

Surface Forcing Files584

CESM uses the coupler history (DATM surface forcing) files by reading their names and locations from “stream” files in the585

CASEROOT directory where the experiment is set up. Their names have the form “user_datm.streams.txt.prescribed_INST”586

where INST is an “instance number” (ensemble member, padded with 0s). In the context of a DART assimilation experiment,587

these stream files are created during the set up of the CASE from template files found in:588

${DART}/models/{cice,clm,POP}/shell_scripts/streams.txt589

In those directories there are also scripts with “setup” in their names, which can be used to set up assimilation experiments,590

including the creation of the user_docn.streams.txt.prescribed_INST files. Before use, the coupler history files (e.g. f.e21.-591

FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.cpl_0001.ha2x3h.2011.nc.gz) will need to be decompressed using ‘gunzip‘.592

Restart File Sets593

The restart file sets can be used to start a simple hindcast by decompressing one of them into an accessible “REFDIR” directory594

and setting CESM’s env_run.xml:595

CONTINUE_RUN = FALSE596

RUN_TYPE = hybrid597

RUN_REFCASE = f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011598

RUN_REFDIR = where the restart file set has been decompressed599

RUN_REFDATE = the YYYY-MM-DD chosen as the date of the initial condition data600

This can be a different year and day from the desired start date,601

but should be in the same month.602

RUN_REFTOD = 00000603

The restart file sets can be used to start an atmospheric assimilation by decompressing an ensemble of them into an604

accessible “REFDIR” directory and following the usual DART set up procedures, as outlined in the DART tutorials and scripts,605

such as ${DART}/models/cam-fv/shell_scripts/cesm2_1/*setup*. This is not a trivial exercise, and will be done much more606

efficiently by becoming familiar with DART before attempting it.607

Assimilation Diagnostic Files608

If additional observation space diagnostics are needed, they can be derived from the f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.-609

011.cam_obs_seq_final.YYYY-MM.tgz files using scripts and programs in DART, as outlined in Figure 6. Some of those are610

described in Observation Sequence Files (p11). In particular, program obs_diag can be rerun using different horizontal regions,611

time spans, vertical layers, etc. These are controlled by fortran namelist parameters in input.nml:obs_diag_nml.612

DART has numerous Matlab c© (.m) scripts to further process and display the contents of the NetCDF files produced by613

obs_diag.f90 and obs_seq_to_netcdf.f90. The latter creates files whose contents can be viewed as multiple linked frames with614

data selection capabilities. Several scripts display three-dimensional, rotatable renderings of the data. See DART’s Diagnostics615

page for illustrations and details.616
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Once the NetCDF files are created, software packages other than Matlab c© could be used. In that case the Matlab c© scripts617

can serve as helpful templates for dealing with the many issues which must be resolved to create useful pictures. Users have618

begun contributing Python code for the manipulation of DART diagnostic output. It is not as advanced as DART’s Matlab c©
619

environment, but we expect it to develop rapidly. Please contact us for the current status (dart@ucar.edu).620

Land Model Time Series621

These NetCDF files can be evaluated and manipulated by the usual tools. The “h0” file variable time series are defined on622

the CAM lon-lat grid, so they can be easily displayed. The “h1” file variable time series have the CLM “pft” dimension623

(plant functional type), which is too large for display (≈ 800,000) without subsetting. There are many pfts in each grid box,624

distributed among the land surface types22.625

Use Cases626

Several uses of this dataset have been described in previous sections:627

. Use of the Surface Forcing Files in CESM (see Figure 3 for an illustration).628

. Restart File Sets describes initial conditions for hindcasts.629

. assimilation innovations can be calculated from the data described in Atmosphere Model Ensembles and Ensemble Mean630

and Spread Files631

. Assimilation Files describes how to see and generate statistics describing the assimilation.632

. Land Model Time Series describes the plant growth variables in the CLM5 history files (Table 9)633

This large dataset has a unique combination of an 80 member ensemble, 1 degree global resolution, 6-hourly frequency,634

and 9 year time span, which provides opportunities for robust statistical analysis and use as a machine learning training and635

verification dataset. The data differs from model generated training sets in that it is constrained to represent the atmosphere636

(and plant growth characteristics), rather than the model formulation.637

The observation space diagnostics can be used to help identify biases in observation platforms. The dataset already contains638

biases of the reanalysis relative to a variety of observation types, as a function of season, time of day, height, and broad latitude639

regions. Further refinement of the influences on the biases can be generated, as needed.640

Code Availability641

• DART software is managed in github.com/NCAR/DART, where users can access the tag which was used to generate this642

reanalysis; “DS345.0”.643

• The general web site for the version of CESM used here is www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm2.644

• The specific version can be found in github.com/kdraeder/cesm; the cesm2_1_forcing_rean branch. That branch includes645

a SourceMods tar file, which needs to be unpacked before building CAM6.646

• There are minor changes to the CESM scripting to make it run more efficiently in ensemble mode. These are available in647

github.com/kdraeder/cime; in the cime_reanalysis_2019 branch. This cime needs to be imported into the CESM source648

code directory during the package build process, as described in the CESM documentation.649

• Some of the csh scripts use NCO NetCDF operators, which are freely available.650
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Figure 2. Observation distributions from a subset of the observation types from a 6 hour assimilation window. The number of
observations shown in each picture is printed at the top of each picture. A dot may represent a of column of observations.
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Figure 3. Illustration of an ensemble of data atmosphere surface fluxes (and other required data) being fed to CESM’s coupler,
which passes it to the ocean model. POP uses that data as an upper boundary condition during the evolution of the ocean model
state. The model states are passed to DART for assimilation of ocean observations.
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Figure 4. Time series of quantities, which are derived from an assimilation, and which are described in Observation Space
Diagnostics (p6). The red circles (◦) and plusses (+) mark the number of observations available and assimilated at each time
(right axis). The black line is the root mean square error of the prior model estimates of the zonal wind (ms−1) relative to the
wind observed by AIRCRAFT (left axis). The green line is the total spread, described in the same section. These quantities
were derived from a subdomain of the model; north of 20◦ N and from approximately 225-275 hPa high. The statistics in the
header pool all of the observations in this time span, including the spinup period, so they are not representative of the statistics
in the rest of the reanalysis.
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Figure 5. The adaptive inflation mean value for the zonal wind component (US) on the ≈ 200 hPa (top) and ≈ 860 hPa
(bottom) model levels on Sep. 1, 2016 at 00 UTC. The inflation mean is defined for all model state variables at all assimilation
times. It is a dimensionless quantity. Note the relationship between the inflation values at 200 hPa and the density of ACARS
temperature observations shown in Fig. 2c. Similarly for the 860 hPa inflation values and the radiosonde US observations in
Fig. 2a. The inflation standard deviation is constant (0.6) everywhere for all model state variables, so it is not shown.
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Figure 6. A map of the observation space diagnostics software available in DART. The CAM6+DART cycling (Fig. 1) creates
a time series of binary obs_seq_final files, which have a custom format. They are easily converted to NetCDF using DART’s
obs_diag.f90 and obs_seq_to_netcdf.f90 programs. The obs_diag_output.nc file has the time series concatenated into it. The
obs_epoch_#.nc files map one-to-one to the obs_seq_final files, and are numbered sequentially. Then a wealth of statistics
(Table 8) can be calculated and displayed by DART’s suite of Matlab c© scripts (.m). The resulting .pdf and .ps pictures are
suitable for presentations.
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states. The left axis numbers show the height (meters above the surface) of the standard or mandatory pressure levels (assuming
a US standard atmosphere). All of the observations in a gray or white band have been binned together for analysis. The “grand”
statistics (upper left corner) pool the observations from all layers. The red circles (◦) and plusses (+) mark the number of
observations available and assimilated in each layer (top axis). The (normalized) RMSE is dimensionless.
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Variable Description Use(s)
Nposs Number of observations available Helps assess the assimilation health
Nused Number of observations assimilated Helps assess the assimilation health

NbigQC
Number of obs rejected due to flag
from observation provider

NbadIZ
Number of excessive Innovation Z
scores

NbadUV
Number of unmatched U/V wind
pairs Can reveal problems with the input observation files

NbadLV
Number of obs excluded above the
top, below the bottom Provides context for Nused and Nposs

rmse Root mean square error
Shows the noisiness of the difference of the ensemble
mean estimates from the observations. Provides context
for other statistics.

bias Average difference of the mean esti-
mates from the observations Reveals model and/or observation type biases

spread
Combined spreads from ensemble es-
timates of all observations

Focus on ensembles, or remove from total spread to see
observation error

totalspread combined ensemble spread and ob-
servation error of all observations

Provides context for RMSE, bias, and assimilation
health

NbadDARTQC
Number of observations not assimi-
lated due to DART criteria

Total observations that failed DART’s quality control
checks

observation
Average value of the actual observa-
tions in the region+time span Compare against the ensemble mean

ens_mean
Average value of the ensemble mean
estimates of the observations

N_trusted
Number of observations designated
as ’trusted’

These will be assimilated regardless of how different
they are from the ensemble estimate.

N_DARTqc_0
Number of observations given DART
QC 0 This number were assimilated

N_DARTqc_1 Number given DART QC 1
Only evaluated, not assimilated, following namelist
instructions

N_DARTqc_2 Number given DART QC 2 Posterior forward operator failed after prior QC = 1
N_DARTqc_3 Number given DART QC 3 Posterior forward operator failed after prior QC = 4
N_DARTqc_4 Number given DART QC 4 Model estimates of observations could not be calculated
N_DARTqc_5 Number given DART QC 5 DART’s namelists prevented assimilation
N_DARTqc_6 Number given DART QC 6 Prior forward operator failed
N_DARTqc_7 Number given DART QC 7 Observations were too far from the ensemble means

N_DARTqc_8 Number given DART QC 8
DART failed to convert the observations’ vertical coor-
dinates

Table 8. Obs_diag_output.nc files contain variables with a dimension (“copy”), which organizes the statistics of the contents
of the observation sequence files (obs_seq_final). They are ordered in that file according to the CopyMetaData variable. Bold
text highlights statistics which are displayed in the Diags_NTrS_YYYY-MM.tgz files. Further details can be found in the
DART software package; . . ./your_DART/assimilation_code/programs/obs_diag/threed_sphere/obs_diag.html
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Southern Hemisphere 1227 / 7457 = 16.454%
RADIOSONDE_TEMPERATURE @ 1000 hPa

rmse grand pr = 1.7783
bias grand pr = -1.1887

data file: /Users/raeder/DAI/ATM_forcXX/CAM6_setup/f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011/Diags_NTrS_2019-07/obs_diag_output.nc
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Southern Hemisphere 1497 / 1704 = 87.852%
AIRS_TEMPERATURE @ 1000 hPa

rmse grand pr = 1.6998
bias grand pr = -1.2707

data file: /Users/raeder/DAI/ATM_forcXX/CAM6_setup/f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011/Diags_NTrS_2019-07/obs_diag_output.nc
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Figure 8. Time series of quantities derived from this reanalysis related to two observation platforms, as discussed in Statistical
Representations of Observation Space Performance. The red circles (◦) and asterisks (∗) mark the number of observations
available and assimilated (right axis) at each time (bottom axis). The black dots and line show the root mean square error of the
model ensemble mean estimates of the temperature (K) relative to the observed temperatures (left axis). The green squares ( )
and line show the bias (model ensemble mean - observation). The lines in the RADIOSONDE_TEMPERATURE picture are
intermittent because times with no data are not plotted. In the region shown there are often no radiosonde observations at 06:00
and 18:00 UTC. These quantities were derived from a subdomain of the model; south of 20◦ S and from the surface to ∼ 965
hPa high. The numbers in the legend labeled with “grand” are statistics of the entire month of data. The fraction and percentage
in the title represent the fraction of of observations used.
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Variable Name Description
Instantaneous values

EFLX_LH_TOT total latent heat flux [+ to atm]
ER total ecosystem respiration, autotrophic + heterotrophic
HR total heterotrophic respiration

TSA 2m air temperature
ZSOI soil depth

DZSOI soil thickness
WATSAT saturated soil water content (porosity)
SUCSAT saturated soil matric potential

BSW slope of soil water retention curve
HKSAT saturated hydraulic conductivity
ZLAKE lake layer node depth

DZLAKE lake layer thickness
Time averaged values

CPHASE crop phenology phase
GPP gross primary production

GRAINC_TO_FOOD grain carbon to food
GSSHALN shaded leaf stomatal conductance at local noon
GSSUNLN sunlit leaf stomatal conductance at local noon

NPP net primary production
NPP_NUPTAKE total carbon used by nitrogen uptake in FUN

PLANT_NDEMAND nitrogen flux required to support initial GPP
QVEGT canopy transpiration

TLAI total projected leaf area index

Table 9. Fields written to CLM5 history files describe the evolution of plant growth. Bold indicates requested fields. The
others are written by default. Instantaneous fields are stored in filetype “h0”. Time averaged fields are stored in filetype “h1”.
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Namelist Variable Value [File Contents]
srf_emis_type CYCLICAL Surface emitted aerosols added to

those in the CAM initial file
srf_emis_cycle_yr 2014
srf_emis_specifier 22 files with “surface_1750-2015_0.9x1.25” in their names.

prescribed_ozone_type CYCLICAL O3 concentration
prescribed_ozone_cycle_yr 2014
prescribed_ozone_file ozone_strataero_WACCM_L70_zm5day_18500101-20150103_-

CMIP6ensAvg_c180923.nc

prescribed_strataero_type CYCLICAL MAM4 mode concentrations:
dust(3), NaCl(3), SO4(1−3)

prescribed_strataero_cycle_yr 2014
prescribed_strataero_file ozone_strataero_WACCM_L70_zm5day_18500101-20150103_-

CMIP6ensAvg_c180923.nc

flbc_type SERIAL Lower boundary fluxes of
CO2,CH4,N2O,CFC11,CFC12

flbc_file LBC_2014-2500_CMIP6_SSP370_0p5degLat_GlobAnnAvg_-
c190301.nc

tracer_cnst_type INTERP_MISSING_MONTHS Chemical concentrations of
O3,OH,NO3,HO2

tracer_cnst_file tracer_cnst_halons_3D_L70_2014-2101_CMIP6-SSP5-8.5_c190307.nc

ext_frc_type INTERP_MISSING_MONTHS
ext_frc_specifier H2O H2OemissionCH4oxidationx2_3D_L70_1849-2101_CMIP6ensAvg_-

SSP3-7.0_c190403.nc

ext_frc_specifier num_a1 emissions-cmip6-ScenarioMIP_IAMC-AIM-ssp370-1-1_num_so4_a1_-
anthro-ene_vertical_mol_175001-210101_0.9x1.25_c20190222.nc

ext_frc_specifier so4_a1 emissions-cmip6-ScenarioMIP_IAMC-AIM-ssp370-1-1_so4_a1_-
anthro-ene_vertical_mol_175001-210101_0.9x1.25_c20190222.nc

Table 10. Information about files which CAM6 reads to get data describing external contributions to chemical and aerosol
constituents. SERIAL; extract data which has the current model date. CYCLICAL; extract data from the specified year from
the file. INTERP_MISSING_MONTHS; extract data from the two years in the file, which bound the current model year, and
from the current model month of those years. For example, if the curent model date is 2018-06-12 and the file has years 2015
and 2020 in it, then data from 2015-06 and 2020-06 will be used to interpolate to 2018-06. The 6 digits following the _c encode
the creation date (YYMMDD). The other 6 digit numbers are year+month combinations.
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a b

Figure 9. a: the vertical profiles of the RMSE (ms−1) of the zonal wind component of the prior model ensemble relative to the
zonal, satellite, cloud drift, wind observations in December of each of nine years (plus the spin-up year of 2010). It also shows
the number of observations available (◦) and used (∗) during each December. Colors of all symbols are labeled in the legend.
The “grand rmse” number is the RMSE relative to all of the observations in the month (i.e. all levels combined). b: same as ‘a’,
but for the bias relative to radiosonde temperature observations (K◦) in July .
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Range of Meridional wind, staggered: 0 to 10 m/s
Range of staggered longitude: -0.625 to 358.125 degrees_east
Range of latitude: -90 to 90 degrees_north
Current time: 0
Current hybrid level at midpoints (1000*(A+B)): 992.556 hPa
Frame 1 in File f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.i.cam_output_sd.2019-11-01-00000.nc
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Range of Meridional wind, staggered: -23.5683 to 23.8141 m/s
Range of staggered longitude: -0.625 to 358.125 degrees_east
Range of latitude: -90 to 90 degrees_north
Current time: 0
Current hybrid level at midpoints (1000*(A+B)): 992.556 hPa
Frame 1 in File f.e21.FHIST_BGC.f09_025.CAM6assim.011.dart.i.cam_output_mean.2019-11-01-00000
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Figure 10. Top; the posterior ensemble standard deviation of the meridional wind component (VS) on 2019-11-01-00000 at
the model’s lowest level (8 hPa above the surface). The data range from ∼ 0.034 to ∼ 10.6 ms−1. Bottom; the same, but for
the ensemble mean. The data range from ∼−23.6 to ∼ 23.8 ms−1.
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